Whippet
Production notes
Default Whippet, Procedural Whippet, Auto Anim Whippet, Modelling as Anim Whippet
read from the bottom upward
Thoughts on Overall Project Intentions;
Default Whippet
use “default” workflow to create a whippet animation.
I am still after images which represent a specific dog, observed under specific conditions, in a specific context.
What are the limits and benefits of this workflow with regard to that intention?
How does it feel to use this workflow (in terms of enjoyment, immersion, flow)?
Do I get anything “for free”? I.e. does anything special, unforeseen, emerge from the technique to add something to the character of the image; something
that I like/ appreciate as “affective” but wouldnt have thought to do?
Procedural Whippet
Auto Anim Whippet
Modelling as Anim
TO DO IN GINGER FILE;
Rig ear Dynamic
skin default whippet (tweak skin weights and save)
make hind legs upper adjustable
?jaw bone
work on texture default whippet
sss
fur
normal map
…

13_11_13
Questions and thoughts arising while making;
I’m thinking that more shadow tests would be interesting. With multiple objects, some moving, some not…
ICONS for shelves
put them here;
C:\Users\e46908\Documents\maya\2013x64\prefs\icons
…

12_11_13
continue with MasA…. 2hrs max.
starting from f
rame 984…
Questions and thoughts arising while making;
Q. 
is it more interesting to create a model at a particular pose and keep the history on it. Fade it off (transparency
) either side of that perfect pose.
 to do this I would need to duplicate bound mesh (complete with bind history)...
 OR 
shall I create each model afresh so as not to be thinking in terms of the previous form
? A. It is
definately a different thing to start a low res model than to alter a higher res one. I can now imagine that the
animation, the process, could take a variety of different shapes…
 The joints do to a certain degree dictate the forms I am making. I guess these could be equivilent to sketchy
lines mapping the placement of a figure in a painting.
 Remember to animate history like “merge vertices” distance threshold. Hence using modelling tools (designed to
achieve a finished product) as animation tools.
 I notice that when the model is smoothed changes in topology are much more noticeable.

 I just realised that you can animate the polysplit edge location also….
 when you delete faces after binding, scrolling through the timeline produces very bizzare results.

Maybe start from frame 249 and create models to “fill in the gaps” (ie. body model)...
TRY zoning in on a leg for example, the rest is very low res (selective detail)  what happens when you then scroll
through the timeline?
Thoughts on tools to make;
 maybe a tool that links all the “divisions” of the extrude faces to an easy control to animate.
Thoughts on what I’ve done so far;

…

11_11_13
continue with MasA…. 2hrs max.

starting from f
rame 984…

Questions and thoughts arising while making;

is it better to work just on one area or a little bit over the whole model?

 there is such a difference between deleting the history on the working model after tweaking (and then rebinding
skin) and not deleting the history. If history isnt deleted the model jumps around and becomes something
unpredictable.
…

07_11_13
Thoughts on my shadow script
; I first had the idea of working on the shadow (instead of the mesh) using a
technique similar to MasA. I did a quick test via a “brute force” approach. Then I decided to write some scripts to
automate some of the processes involved. Everything that this script does can be achieved via tool or menu items
available in the default Maya interface but using my script meant that it took only a couple of hours to do what
could take a day or more. Whats interesting though, is not that the process if faster but that the new tools
(procedures which automate other procedures) allow you to do different things, the process feels different (it IS
different); you end up doing things that you wouldnt without the tools (its not that you do the same things faster).
In the case of the shadow script, the number of rays I could make means I saw a pattern emerge (where the inner
rays get revealed when the dog turns). Playing around with the script on a cube, it looked interesting when I turn
the cube. I can add lots of rays, delete ones I dont want, add more; and the same with the geometry.
Laying out the UVs for the rays was a bit labourious; interesting to note that when a process (like that) is
labourious I feel less likely to play around and test different alternatives, or just undo what I have done…
Also I didnt know that I would create rays and bits of shadow as separate bits of geometry. I also didnt predict
(and didnt discover til very late) that the shadow would go through the floor when joints get close to the ground,
I’m hoping that will look interesting when the dog sits down.
3D animators very commonly write scripts and plugins (3D software is very adaptable) but very often these scripts
aim to expediate already decided upon processes and gain predetermined visual outcomes (animation
styles/images). Its not so common for these scripts to deliberately stay open to revealing unforseen aesthetic
opportunities.
TODAY
Today I feel like trying my low res whippetShadow with a run cycle. I’m not sure if I will use the Auto keyframe
script, I might just have the dog running through tunnels and maybe turning as well. Maybe the auto Keyframe/
music could change the background (ie. the location of tunnels)?

To do,
get the cycle working with the
default whippet
OR start new file with shadow
whippet and reference in the
shadowRun…?
OR start with default whippet just
the anim… import shadow whippet
geo… zero out transforms on the
rig, adjust and bind
shadowWhippet geo.
Rendering Notes;


rfs
= start frame number; overrides scene file frame numbers

precentRes
= renders a percentage of the image of the set resolution
Ideas for new scripts;
 I’m think of a colour script (it could setup ramps and gamma correct controls, maybe these are attached to a set
of sliders controlling deviation from a norm; set norm colour/ overall multiplication (deviation); direction of deviation
Questions and thoughts arising while making;
 TRY more than one shadow whippet interacting….
PROBLEMS;
it seems that a bunch of joints became unattached while I was fixing the LR geo….
looking at shadowWhippet I dont mind most of the time that the geo goes through the floor but I dont like the
way that some joints go through and then keep going… why is that? Is it because the model locaators go through
the floor? Yep, I think so… Workaround is to 
animate the offsetUVW value on the riveted locator
.
…

06_11_13
I like the way that as the dog turns the inner rays are revealed…

TODAY
planning to work on some renders for whippet shadow. Let the camera angles, texturing, and further modelling
opportunities emerge…
3.35pm  have a render going for shadow whippet. Will now spend an hour or two on M as A.
at some point (when I get batch render working) I will set off a whole bunch of renders (maybe this is a good
reason to have separate working files and import or reference cameras).
MasA
 so far a bit “bitsy”. I’m wondering how to get in the zone.
 I’m working from a chaotic model; trying to “straighten it out and find the whippet form. From
meesy/meaningless to meaningful/recognisable (reverse of usual from order/symmetry to disorder/asymmetry).

Got to frame 984

PROBLEMS
 I cant batch render from my computer because it logs me out after 10 minutes!!!!
 “shadowWhippet_025.ma” works as a batch render but not a command line render. This is quite annoying.
it may be because it is trying to render with the wrong version of Maya and or Mental Ray
I learnt to use the 
log flag to record the errors in a text file w
hich is very useful.
also read this;
Probably the one doing the rendering is the one you installed last. I'm not exactly sure where that information is stored. If you want to explicitly set which one
does it, you could have an absolute path to the render.exe instead of using the 'render' command. C:\Program Files\Autodesk\Maya2009\bin\Render.exe.
C:\Program Files\Autodesk\Maya2010\bin\Render.exe

my path is; C:\Program Files\Autodesk\Maya2013\bin\Render.exe
I tried just putting this in place of the “render” cmd but that didnt work.
 I now have 
edited the Path variable in the system environment variables (I basically added this path  or
changed the 2012 one to 2013
 it seems to be working now.
Questions and thoughts arising while making;
 I am reminded of bats wings; inners revealed, unfurled, unfolded
Ideas for new scripts;
 a script to assign colours (maybe points on a ramp) according to the name of a mesh (ie, mesh1, mesh2, etc)
Ideas for amending existing scripts;
 delete history on polys (rays and shadows).
…

05_11_13
not sure where all my notes from 5th went? maybe I wrote them under the previous day’s heading..
TO DO:
 group bottom shadow locators.
Tried to build the whippet shadow yesterday using my script but it is quite complicated to manually create the geo
from the joints. I will now try to add the functionality to auto create ground geo and two side geo planes. This will
involve selecting four verts in order…??
 it works easily for the bottom poly, but how to make it work for the sides? or is it a separate tool to select two
joints and create a face between them?
…

04_11_13
Very happy with how my ShadowPlay script went yesterday.
There is obviously a lot of functionality that could be added …
for now I will have a quick look at creating a polygon for the base shadow… A work around for this is to create

locators etc for all the outside verts and then do this inside ones separately.
need to keep a list of the second joint positions
hmmm….lots of troubles trying to make the poly shadow. I will leave that for now.
fursther Stuff  I could assign a toon shader to the object?
So now I am trying it on my whippet mesh.
Why does the locator sometimes not work (it jumps to another spot)? Maybe to do with UVs? YES its the UVs :)
interestingly the dog cant go back to bind pose. I should remember that.

Why does the orderedSelection on the list command work sometimes but not others? Is it to do with setting this
command each time  
mc.selectPref(trackSelectionOrder=True)
Starting to use two scripts on the dog file now;
 create poly between selected joints
 “shadowPlayMain” which creates joints, two rays and one ground shadow
 script that just creates joints with no geo
 script that creates ground shadow and binds it when 3 or 4 ground joints are selected
I might need a script to create just one joint at the foot bottom ; but then again best if he can move feet upwards
and retain shadow.
I worked around this by moving main control upward while making joints.
Interestingly the joints that are low sometimes go through the floor. Not sure how to fix this
maybe make the original 3,4,5 triangle much smaller (eg .3,.4,.5)?
 I could just break the scale constraint and set it to a small number 
it would be good if UVs could be laid out when rays are made. 
I just finished laying them out on the dog rays
and it took quite a long time….

Questions and thoughts arising while making;
 one simplistic justification for ShadowPlay experiments is that a 2D designer/artist can play around with shadows
and negative space as visual/design elements. Its harder for a 3D artist to do this with the same degree of
flexibility and maybe harder for them to work with shadows as elastic things (and things through which forms
emerge). Shadows normally come after; as a result of modelling. BUT could model (forms/objects) emerge from
shadows.
 I’m sure I read that you can 
constrain a locator to two points on a polygon
. I now cant remember how… I can
easily see how to offset the UV and W which could be useful.
thinking now about
texturing the shadow rays
….can i use the UVs? Or I turn the light so that all shadow ray
meshes point straight down, and then create texture reference objects and project texture.
CONSIDER making the ray planes NURBS objects too hard
INSTEAD just 
arrange the UVs on the polys
I think
 I could assign different shaders to different shadow bits (eg bottom, head) so that I can fade in rays for those
sections as form or light direction changes.
…

03_11_13
starting work on shadow whippet… I have started by using the LR whippet model I used for the test and
manipulating this model to fit the skeleton. I’m not sure if it will look any good. It makes me wonder if it would be
better to reduce the original model to achieve the low res one? or maybe to achieve something similar then fade
them in to each other…?
Questions and thoughts arising while making;
 what if I selected faces based on camera and detached surfaces (ie split model into two or more pieces) and
then assigned different colours or different opacities to each model. If models where bound to the same skeleton
would they look like shadings of the same model?
Useful Tools;
 tool to create locator and point on poly constrain it to a vertex
PROBLEMS;
creating this tool brings up the problem of getting the number of verts in the selection… because maya lists verts

in teh format 
“pCube.vtx[2:4]” 
it makes it hard to get the list of verts as strings to operate on. I think the simplest in
this instance would be to use the API iterator, but I dont know how….A: appraently 
“flatten
” will fix this!!!!
trouble getting constraint to work. Finally got it working as follows;
mc.select('pCubeShape1.vtx[2]')
mc.select('pCube2', tgl=True)
mc.PointOnPolyConstraint()
how to constrain the bottom joint to the ground??
I thount that I could just constrain to the Y axis but that doesnt work (probably cause its a joint).
Can I alter the scale in a similar way that I have made stretchy IK in the past?
A: my script seems to be working quite well but some numbers dont work when you enter them at the start for joint
position values...I’m not sure why.
ALSO when I test it on a cube it almost works but doesnt quite get the correct scale. I’m not sure why? is it
something to do with the cyclecheck error? ANSWER: well it seems to be fine when I start with the default joint
positions (ie for a 3 4 5 triangle)
In the “divide’ multDiv I think I need to enter the length of Z rather than “5” for the second input.???
…...the above is wrong but it seems that there’s
a simpler way of changing the shaodw (lighting direction)
which is to rotate the joint
..
this makes me wonder about offsetting the rotation of the joints (ie. I could use my offset script to setup this
relationship). Interesting how the scripts start to fit together and form an idiosyncratic visual language.
…

01_11_13
I have rendered two views of my default whippet which is not so default as it happens;
I have left the texture flat, like photographs (this makes me think that it might be interesting to incorporate
the fingers that were in my original photomontage?
I hooked the nose up to noise and started to ripple this throughout the body. This makes me wonder about
starting an animation from the nose (rather than the COG); could the larger movements eminate (or be inspired
by) these micromovements and somehow be convincing?
The animation main poses are derived from observational sketches; an hour in the park with a particular
whippet.this makes me wonder about the value/difference between refering to/studying/observing an object first
hand rather than using digital or other representational sources. I wonder if, because you can be aware of more
ways of interpreting, I might be open to different ways of representing the whippet (via the way she interacts with
the world through her nose for example).
I have 4 hrs of work time left today and will now work on a “modelling as animation” whippet. first a cup of tea…
Observations about what I am doing/ aiming for/ thinking;
 maybe I need to change the animation a bit for the MasA project… maybe keep the same in and out point.
 turning back to the sketches I’m wondering again how to l
eave areas “sketchy” in 3D
. Also how to capture the
beautul areas / shapes of the sketch without having to carefully describe everything (selective detail).
I realise that I have assumed that sketchy areas would be translated as low resolution or maybe transparent; but
now I wonder if the areas could be messy/complex? something easy and “automatic”; glitch or tool outcome.
...or moving a lot (Gina remember that this is temporal)?
 I would love to use the “divisions” as an emotive/expressive/ usefule animation element; something that conveys
a similar revelatory sensation when you make the model (use the tool/ add the divisions and watch the form
change and the character emerge).
 create wireframe as a way of drawing (perhaps the wireframe could be superimposed over the render?
 or am I just going for shading? … using a specific light source and matching the shading to the sketch?

Questions and thoughts arising while making;
 dont forget that working model should be bound………
 I am shifting the emphasis back onto process… the activity of making is important because it is a way of
thinking, and a way of relating (?to the world).
 I could use any one of my bound models and extend its visibility throughout the timeline.
 I have lots of models overlapping… I could rig it so that the more models, the more transparent each model.
Would this give the equivilent to a “sketchy” look?
 should I be working to camera/viewpoint?
 will overlapping models be a good idea? I mean, using the same animation (i.e. the same animated rig) and
working over that; will it be interesting to see different ways of “solving the problems”? I mean its all about
process, I’m working with the same subject matter to be represented (the same starting point/inspiration) and I am
also working over the exact same animation (at times. Could be interesting...

…

31_10_13
Animation expressions wishList
I would like to be able to dictate what axis the “Offset” attribute effects
Observations about what I am doing/ aiming for/ thinking;
 I am creating expressions on the rig using my “animation Tools” script. Is this any different to just creating these
expressions “by hand”? The answer could be yes, in the sense that if the tool is there, I am more likely to create
the connection that way. I am more likely to think in that way.
 can the dog character be “convincing”, i.e. be animated (gain the illusion of life) even if the imperfections of teh
model and rig (the 3D representational process) are evident? ie. can it look like a “convincing” 3D model/3D
representation? ie can it be what it is and be engaging (not, can it be a convincing representation of something
else/Ginger).
maybe 3D is an interesting representational system, but I can imagine other representational systems… and I
wonder when a representational system becomes performative.

Questions and thoughts arising while making;
 Gina try making different whippet characters with the same base animation. I can try using the “Neck Expr” for
example.
 Try creating my own renderable Manipulators?
…

30_10_13
I feel like I’m getting into it now after several days of animating (hard slog), I can see a character of sorts
emerging.
Observations about what I am doing/ aiming for/ thinking;
I created some noise animation on a group and hooked the nose up to that.
I wonder if I can “ripple” that noise movement throughout the body??
btw, I currently did that in the animation file (so its not part of the GINGER rig.
Questions and thoughts arising while making;
 should “breathe” be linked to nose anim? or just have a control called sniff? I think with anim layers we could

have breathe constrained to sniff just on one layer.
……..

29_10_13 ⇒
Intention for today is to finish a rough pass of the animation and then move on to using animation layers.
Or add breath animation on a layer early on…
I will refer to Ginger who is beside me today and also my movies of her that I took on my phone in the park…
Observations about what I am doing/ aiming for/ thinking;
I am making curves (?drawings, interrelated blue green and red lines) in the graph editor.
Questions and thoughts arising while making;
With animation does it matter if you work quickly?
 is it useful to think of a point of emination such as the nose (eg the nose through which the fold occurs, rippling
through the monads of the dog).
 IDEA for whippet that “sniffs a song”. ie music as data ripples through the whippet.
 is it the timing or the location of the keys that is most important? I mean what can I get away with in terms of
location (eg randomly or musically generate keys) if the location of the keys is “correct”...
 bitzers VS purebred dogs as an analogy for performativity VS representation (and chaos VS cliche;
algorithmic/procedural/random/glitch VS deliberate/keyframe/stylised)
 i want the work to be about taking up opportunities as they present themselves. Listening What (if anything
does this have to do with Heidegger’s concept of the struggle between earth and world?).

Painting metaphor
 keyframe in and out tangents are to an animator as“edge quality” is to a painter.
ideas for animation tools;
 generate random keys or move/nudge keys random amount…(eg. I could position the keys and then use the tool
to create theiir value). Perhaps work with layered animation so I generate the general movement on main control
for example then generate other moves in relation to this.
 create keys on a curve then move them along (this would make a foldlike visual impression). Would it make a
good animation?
……..

28_10_13
to transfer; scenes  GINGER + Ma

sATEXTURES; UVsnapshot; tga texture;

Still animating… have gone through teh timeline once but its still very mechanical movement… wondering about
adding breathing and also blinking blend shape…
Animation Layers
I want to try adding noise to the animation. Have thought about doing it with animation layers… A problem seems
to be That you cant see the combination of the curves (keys) in the graph editor.
It looks like you can have constraints just applied to one animation layer… and on another the same node can be
keyframed. SO I’m wondering if one anim layer with procedural animation could be the inspiration for a character
animation to emerge????
You can set keys on the weight of an animation layer...so stupidly a layer could contain animation that
counteranimates keys on another layer and the weight of the layers could be used to merge between them
Animation layers could be useful because they might make me feel less precious about working
on/changing the animation. It might be like applying a wash over the top of an image and then
Some alternatives might be using a blend node and noise texture…Maybe be I should look again at my “Library
Man” files...
Thoughts while making:

Still I find looking at her is so much more complex and interesting than I could ever capture…
Perhaps there is a point where you have to stop looking at the reference material (and even stop looking at
the whippet?) and focus on the materials/character emerging… attention and care and intrigue about what can
emerge… tune in to what is emerging moment by moment…
Maybe like Varela on mindfulness, its about not proceeding mechanistically but proceeding with an [intuitive]
awareness of what is unfolding
...
……..

25_10_13
I am still animating the whippet in a relatively straight forward and “normal” procedure/workflow. All the while I am
thinking about how to use the tools/ software/ code procedures [how to develop or manipulate a system] so that
something convincing emerges.
I think I will time limit myself on this initial animation. I will work on the worst bits first and finish the animation to an
acceptable standard by end of day today (or earlier). i will then be freed up to move onto modelling as anim and
shadow etc when I get the urge.
Helmut asked
today why I am working from sketches, and from a
real, particular dog
rather than from my
imagination. Its a good question… the answer is that its not accident. I like to work from “life”, from personal first
hand experience of objects/world, from my intrigue and wonder about access [ie. questions about the world I am
born ito, as an object amongst other objects, and yet a world which I interpret/percieve according to my biology,
culture, needs and desires].
 All objects only partially acces other objects; art is about translation [Halsall]. How can 3D [character] animation
be convincing but not “stylized”/ reductive/ caricature.
Observations:
I’m finding it a bit boring today. Not “more than I’m putting in”.
Interesting how I look at the movement but also look at the shape of the curves in the graph editor.

……..

24_10_13
Heidegger and TRUTH as UNCONCEALMENT vs TRUTH as CORRESPONDENCE
What does this difference mean for animation?
Is this what some painters explore implicitly?
How to develop an animation based on observation?  why not use motion capture to accurately represent
how Ginger moves? because I want the movement (the exact character or style of the dog creature) to emerge via
the process; in the end it is not Ginger (?chaliceness), it is not me (artists intention) and it is not the software
(silver), we are coresponsible.
 maybe I could observe the minor movements of the whippet and make attributes (or link attributes) that
achieve these movements? so maybe again its about making connections/ defining relations rather than doing
keyframe animation (does this make it more like procedural animation? what would “processual animation” be?).
……..

23_10_13
I enjoyed making the whippet shadow animation and thought I would continue today… But I now feel like I might
like to do some research about the best way to rig a shadow… For this I was thinking of using the QR tools to
orient the joints but would this mean getting the vertex normal? Im not sure. But is might certanliy mean getting
the vertex position and then moving the position to there. I would like to test someways of getting some of this

automated using Python. I tried to find my Denso tree script but with no luck so far (it might be on my broken
harddrive).
So today I might carry on with the animation and even do some “modelling as Anim”.
ANIMATION;
I find myself looking up whippet movement and forcing this movement upon the model… going through the usual
animation method I know… its boring and always looks worse than I want. How can I surprise myself… and get
the machine to do some of the work?
Perhaps its about experimentation, ie trying something and seeing how that looks. Allowing the
character/movement to emerge rather than having predetermined idea of what the movement should be.
interestingly I’m thinking about all this in relation to affect now  micromovements
modular design of 3D can be interesting, ie encourage surprises (eg animate rig with one model then turn on
another; set up controls such as footroll then add anim of these controls on top of other movement.
Thoughts while making:
I am animating with the default whippet because I think that one might be less forgiving…
 wondering what it would be like to do a rough pass then tweak animation later; maybe keep tweaking it and
maybe even try different iterations keeping the start and end point to same.
I am now wondering whether “final animation” should include different iterations to stay true to “show process in
final images”??
 maybe making the rig (ie. setting up driven keys etc) is like mixing colours and finding tools etc… and so just like
a painting where easy brush strokes bring a figure or object to life, in the case of 3D sliding teh control brings
character to life.
how to combine different whippets? Maybe pull camera back past whippets; they can be angled differently and
maybe all slightly different
 I can see a shadow anima… and maybe an anim with different coloured planes so no solid object… I think this
one might need a tool for rigging shadow and also snapping verts to verts...
……..

11_10_13

I have created key poses based on my observational sketches.
I now plan to space the poses to give the animation more variation in tempo.
IDEA FOR A FUTURE TOOL
I would like to be able to choose a music track and use that to space the poses, I imagine this would be part of the
working process (getting feedback from the software before moving on to the next phase of production).

I guess this is like introducing a “random” element into the process  How does this relate to B and G’s idea of immediacy and hypermediacy? I dont know,
maybe it doesnt. It feels more related to Bacons comments about “accident and criticism”  which in turn feels a bit like Varela on “natural drift”
.

For the moment I will press on with this MasA piece. I can always come back to this file and take it in another
direction with music driven spacing at this point.
Chris is beside me clapping and clicking… it makes me think that input via clapping (while music plays for
example) might be a good way of moving from pose to pose … this seems like the type of thing that Brett Victor
calls for… a type of performative element to animation production (also reminds me of J power’s camera demo
and Digiglove).
THOUGHTS during production
would there be a way for the whippet to interact with her shadow (I imagine it as a simple piece of geometry).
??use the same method that Brian used with joints to get the location of the PV…
SHADOW TEST
How to make the shadow only on the Whippet Overlap?
Can I make the material only render when two surfaces overlap?
 would joints be the best way to alter shadow? ie. i could make another rig for the shadow?... Gina first try out just
swapping models and then you can see how it looks...

this is reminding me of my ideas for anims that wcould be grouped under the heading “stop making sense”.
When using 2d software or paint or drawing the lighting obviously isnt algorithmic.

……..

09_10_13
THinking, reading, and even writing have been more interesting to me lately than making.
I have 2 hours this afternoon and will now start making…
What has been stopping me? maybe the idea that I first need to animate the skeleton before I can enjoy the
modelling… I have wondered where to start… how to approach it. I will now dive in and see what happens in two
hours…
THOUGHTS
arising while making:
If my project is about the activity of making then it makes sense to record the time spent doing/making something.
Maybe I think of it in terms of hours of interaction rather than finished products.
well, the time flew by once I’d started.
I ended up doing no modelling and only animation, using stepped keys and plotting in some positions as per my
sketches and observations.

I’m now wondering whether, having got the key poses) should I use music to set the distance between these key
poses? and maybe music to move some controls so that they quiver a bit or whatever?
It does look as though she’s listening to something...
Maybe its about the making process actually adding something so that its not a lesser representation of a
pregiven idea.
I like this idea and its interesting how it only came to me after (or during) making...
…..............
07_10_13
Modelling as Anim Whippet
TO DO
(intention today and this week):
refer to storyboard.
bring skeleton and rig in as a reference (turn off default whippet model OR leave it on as reference for 1st pass
animation?).
animate skeleton a bit
create some key models…
TO DO 
(longer term):
make icon for modelling as anim UI
RIG FIXES;
neck connect skin joint scale to FK joint scale
...it seems that this is done by connecting “neck2” rather than the “bone_neck2” joint
delete sets
head verts and calisthenic sets
THOUGHTS
arising while making:
could the skeleton (curves and joints) be useful for making the models? as in it makes me think of the form
holistically (i.e. turn the hips this way to go with the chest turned that way) or is it an example of “prescribing the
outcome”?
I am inclined to use colour or at least shading… but do I instead just model to the camera and lighting?

………...
18 and 20_09_13
fixed read file function so that i can enter driver keys in format “1,2” etc.
 saving and loading of defaults;
 enter time offset as a fraction of the distance between one key and another
ie. the use of “time Ofset” requires two driver keys.
 delete Tab; I worked out how to do this usinh the “mc.deleteUI()” command
rename Tab
“refresh all keys” button;
how to return a list of the AutoKeyframeTab objects that I have made???
I am putting the folder text field on each tab so that it can be accessed when writing and reading
the files.
It also needs to be on the main tab for the “create tabs from files”

XXXX  create Tab button should load the target node  this might be too hard

…..............
17_09_13
Fix Auto Anim tools;
get the script to loop through all the frames on the driver channel in lots of “numberOfkeys”. use the
remainder operand for this.
load folder of tab values [create one tab per file]
create a folder for the scene or name of the animation
save the presets to the folder
save all tabs ??not sure if I need this. might be best not to because I may not want all tabs...
saves a defaults txt file for each tab.
 Refresh all keys
delete Tab
Time Offset  I just realised that teh time offset should probably be a fractional (relative) number. because when
I speed the driver up the key gets laid on the other side. …
Or maybe I try harder to save the indices that are written as a list (they could be enclosed in brackets or
something when they are a list).

…..............
13_09_13
TO DO;
finish default anim run cycle
2nd ear
2nd toes
skinning
I am painting weights in the anim file . is that a bad idea (ie i will try exporting the weights).
texturing (Zbrush)
Auto anim run cycle
setup node relationships
Fix Auto Anim tools

load folder of tab values [create one tab per file]
save all tabs ??not sure if I need this
Refresh all keys
Rig wish list;
Eye blend shapes
add stretch and squash on legs so that IK handle doesnt “pop”
?? dynamics on ears
Things to be Auto Animed;
delay on second foot etc [gina hook this up to one master attribute  it can alter per node by + or ]
Thoughts occuring in production;
GRADIENT colours of PAINT SKIN WEIGHTS TOOL;
would it look interesting to do a hardware render of this display feature?
SOUND could also generate objects. eg objects for the whippet to jump over.
…..............
10_09_13
working on my default whippet… its so disappointing. The movements and look of the stationary model are always
less than what I’m trying to represent.

…..............
03_09_13
doing some default animation; ie trying to do a basic run cycle
ref imagery = slow mo film of dog running
I will now try to animate using the layered approach
Thoughts arising during production;
The dog model/form looks so different once its moving. This is obviously something to do with the skinning but
also other things I think…
… to get the animation looping through the timeline it seems that it has to be quite perfect in terms of exact
numbers…
Maybe I need to start again with basic numbers...
…..............
31_08_13
RIGGING AS ANIMATION
I’m still working on the Ginger rig and I was just thinking how so much of the quality (“convincingness”) of the
animation is embedded in/dependent on, the rig. The rigger kind of preprogrammes the character’s movements
and then the animator choreographs / keyframes those movements. The rigger decides / dictates what
movements can be made, what are the controls, whats controlled by what, what are the relationships between the
controls etc…
Maybe the character is largely dictated here/ at this stage/ ie in the rigging…?
…..............

28_08_13

As with the image below, the above is a movement (animation) of the rear leg testing the use of a blend node in
the rig to turn on and off the IK and FK control curves.
This is standard practice for rigging (making and utilising these connections). I’m wondering if its a useful or
interesting or generative way of producing narratives/animations/bringing a character or “story” to life.
…..............
27_08_13
Working through the rigging tutorials...I am rewriting a script that makes 2 duplicates of a joint chain and orient
constrains the original chain to both of the others. The pic below is an animation created by animating the
influence of each of the duplicate joint chains…

…..............
22_08_13
Today I decided (until the next decision) that I would like my research to be about the importance/influence of
process.
How does each set of tools/processes/materials influence/alter/dictate my relationship with objects?
And by “objects” I mean the things around me; mainly my subject matter, in this case Ginger. If vision/perception
is subtractive and we only see what is important for our particular concerns, then what aspects of Ginger does
each set of tools encourage me to engage with?
Does this type of engagement extend to other objects in my environment?
And by objects I also mean the tools, materials themselves [how do the tools encourage me to engage with
them]?
today I installed 
Zbrush
.
Have just taken heaps of 
photos
..

…..............
21_08_13
Today I feel like just creating a model (then maybe later an animation) derived from my observational sketches of
Ginger…
Looking at these sketches makes me think about the difference between using polygons vs NURBS… the sketch I
am working from now is curvy linework which I can imagine as curves in maya easier than polys.
I have just noticed something about the sketch; the back right leg has lots of lines; you can see where I have
grappled for the right line to describe the back leg…
This could be about the sketch translated via polys and also via NURBS?...
Perhaps for now I use the rig I have, and limit the movement to not having the foot off the ground…
Interesting how the geo always wants to align itself with the grid (world space) ….

…......

17_08_13
Doing my rigging course homework which entails building a whippet rig according to the workflow/techniques of
Brian Evans; industry expert.
Its a lot about connects, constraints etc...
as I work I think about how these processes could be repurposed to act as metaphors.... do I mean the work
process as metaphor for a way of being/interacting with the world? or the results as metaphors? I’m not sure but I
think more the former....
…......

14_08_13

looking at my pics from yesterday.... reflecting on the fairly boring day or two that I have had...........
I tried to finalise the form of the model and also to lay out the UVs and do at least a stand in texture.
The moments of interest / excitement were one glimmer when painting onto the 3D model in Maya vieport and I
noticed how the rotaion on the viewport in relation to the model impacted on how the “paint was applied”.... cant
say if that was helpful or if I used this quality/alignment in the end, but it was a glimmer of interest (“what could this
be a metaphor for?”)
The pictures below represent the few moments in teh process which interested me. The outcomes were
unexpected (or not entirely predictable) and also the character (form) seemed to take on a life of its own. Even the
abstract image below (the texture map painted with maya “ovelapping seams”) has a quality, I wouldnt say that a
“form or character” emerged but it does “take on a life of its own”.

If I am now to continue with texturing this default whippet I could paint a
bump map and a clour map, a spec map, and an incnadescence map for a Blinn shader. Or I could use an mia
material X and use a similar collection of maps.
Or I could create maps for use with fur (baldness, length, colour tip, colour base, specularity). and then other
colour and incandescence maps for skin.
My intentions with this is to create a “default” whippet representation, but I’m not clear in my mind what the rules
are for digressing from this default workflow. I suppose already I am on the lookout for glimmers of materiality
imposing itself in a way which resonates.... maybe the process and outcomes is treelike in the sense that I keep
moving forward with default workflow and explore unexpected/ hunches/ interesting offshoots as they appear.
QUESTIONS:
from looking at the pics above;

how could I make an animation from the UV texture image above?
?bake projected texture as automated process
move the model and project the UVs in a different way.........

what would the empty furbag look like running?
How do I gain and lose hair? make it grow on/ grow off? would that look interesting?

I couldnt resist a
“reduce” test
It makes me wonder what would happen to fur when the model is reduced?
It would probably behave like the texture map because I think fur also is dependant on UVs.
…......
13_08_13
Aims:
finish whippet model
Thoughts:
I have taken some photos and videos to work from.
But how do I acertain the colour of something (ie Gingers fur) without lighting conditions? it doesnt really make
sense as I think about it now.
To date the dog model has just looked like a very poor second compared to all my reference material, and
it seems to hardly compare at all to my actual experience of my dog (who makes me smile almost every time I
look at her).
I am finding this process (modelling, laying out UVs, and now texturing) quite boring on the whole. So far I
havent really felt that I can “work with” the processes to create something unexpected...or I mean that I am looking
for ways of working that are easy, are aligned with the tools, ways that the tools, and teh nature of the materials
make easy. I am sort of looking for a “good fit” (and maybe a surprising fit) between my intentions (the outcome I
envisage) and the cause and effect of my actions on / toward the tools. For example I am right now painting a
rough colour texture and the only glimmer of interest/excitement I have had thus far today has been when I saw
an alignment between the colour map I’m painting and the orientation of the Maya viewport....what I mean is that if
I paint flat in screen space, I realise that its all about which way I “tumble”.
So I’m looking for an alignment between the physical (material) qualities of making and my intention for
representation, or the ?illusion of a character, the quality of the representational image emerging.
Gina does this relate to the guy in Carnal Knowledge who talks about us being part of the physical world and
therefore are way of understanding/ percieving is a metaphor/ or is aligned to material processes [something like

that].
playing with fur for 15 mins at the end of the day is the most like fun, play, interest that I have had today
and yesterday.
Questions:
How does working from photos differ to working from observational sketches?
Why is it that I am compelled to work from photos (from net and of Ginger) when modelling “default whippet” in
Maya?
…......

12_08_13
Aims:
revisit my whippet model
shoulder
feet
pinched geo
fur/hair
work through workshop which represents industry workflow.
He uses anatomy pics. Hes doing a dragon and starts with human anatomy (comparative anatomy).
 go through rigging scripts that he has supplied

Thoughts:
as I will be always binding the mesh to a bind joint hierachy, I can work with that and then drive it via different rigs,
and even Mo Capture.
Even though I have the whippet right beside me, I feel that creating an accurate model that will achieve all
her amazing shapes is an impossible task. and I am becoming quite bored and frustrated today. Sick of
modelling... It is especially hard knowing that the mesh should be quite uniform so that it deforms niceley
(predictably).
…....

09_08_13
Aims:
combine 3 animation tabs
test the usage of the tabs
record my experience noting the following;
is it fun, immersive?
are the outcomes expected?
are the outcomes interesting?
functionality that should be changed / added / or deleted
functionality notes:
 make buttons the same colour
 make buttons in the same position
 add music input tab, text or image file input
Questions / Thoughts:
how would these tools be translated into equivilent modelling tools?
Experience Notes:

I aim to use my abstract whippet model/rig to create a test run cycle.
I will establish the expressions and the Auto key presets all in relation to the movement on the ROOT node
I will then test what happens when the movement on the root node changes........
…....
08_08_13
Aims:
populate defaults after getting number of keyframes
read and write default values
write a text file for the values in a tab, ie. the dictionary for each of the keys. Include Driver and target
nodes and number of keys as well. Name the file with the target nodes and a prefix (such as “run”).
read a text file (dictionary) for each tab
save a text file (in the same format ?dictionary) for the values of the keys  gina that would be difficult
for the value... I suppose that the driver key index(es) would be as in the form. I would reverse engineer the
algorithm to find the value mult and the value offset(maybe value offset would represent the remainder.
incorporate three different tabs
Activities:
writing and reading files in Python
PROBLEM  I have been getting an IO error
Answer: it seems that folder names cannot start with numbers.... I will continue to test this theory. I might change
them to letters or just let them alone.
I can save the file fine... now trying to load it...
I was trying to make a dictionary but this might not be neccessary
maybe I just have a list for each key and populate the table with that
I’M STUCK on populating the key values.... need to find a way of iterating through the textfields
ANSWER  I made them into a list :)
Now I just need to work out how to enter a name for the file
why is it now not writing to a new line? A. it seems that I need to use “\r\n” on windows XP. But will that
work on windows & at uni?
here is a link to answer to the issue,
http://www.shutupandship.com/2012/01/filemodesinpythontextbinaryand.html
and populate the defaults maybe after number of keys is decided
Insights:
It seems that the file has to be closed in order to write to it but it can be open in order to read it....
Thoughts:
Reading in a text file;
could I read the python text file that I am working on (or maybe save it in txt format) and feed it into maya in a
different way?
ie. as a texture map, or as a shape/form/ model; or maybe as a type of movement, or as colours....
what parameters of the file would I use? the length of each line? the number and placement of nonascci
characters?
Reading in an image file;
how could I interpret a sketch? tone is the obvious thing
would I make particles or a point cloud? but how would they get depth data? would I do crisp dark lines for
foreground and fuzzier for BG?
Or more divisions on a mesh according to tone, then a random function alters the mesh; it deforms differently

depending on the mesh resolution (density).
would it be interesting to interpelate between one sketch and another?

…...................................
from last night:
 add default values
 try saving presets files
 Refresh all keys button (maybe make this same as new tab and pass the button into the class?)
 test using the tools on low res whippet
 error checking;
a message when list index exceeds the number of keys on target curve. Our maybe I wouldnt need this if I
populated the default text after entering the number of keys.
 driver from tab 1 is deafult on next tab (I dont know how I would do this.... maybe it would set as default?)
 bundle the tools together (maybe in a class so that I can have separate windows??)
 work out how to call the tool
and/or make a shelf icon for this and Modelling as Anim
 make a music tab
maybe adjust the script so that it includes Offset, Multiplier, and maybe Delay attributes. Or would this be
better done with a node?
or maybe its not needed because you can always adjust the keys?
 would it be useful to be able to populate the key table with the value and placement of the keys (so reverse
engineer if you like)????
…....

07_08_13
Summary:
frustrating yesterday, but I’m happy with the functionality today. good enough to test.
latest file is 
“AutoAnimTab_48.py”
Activities:
I am partly redoing my anim tools UI. This time making sure that the key value text fields have unique names
(unique variables). This so far means not populating the key value text fields dynamically. I have it currently set up
for 5 keys. The user enters how many keys there are and that number determines how many dictionaries are
made.
as before i have made a dict...DICTIONARY: I have created a dictionary for key values. I think that might also be
a good way of storing default values????
driverKey(s) =
0
time offset
=
1
value mult
=
2
value offset =
3
I just made a realisation:
I was getting the number of keys from the text field in one function (the populate tab function) and passing that
number to the make dictionary function. This meant that it didnt reread the number of keys after the tab had been
populated. So the lesson is; heed when the function will be called, this will (help) determine what args are passed

from one function to another.
Wish list:
save presets

delete tab 
(tabs must have unique names. so user must select a channel and node before creating a new
tab. If they mess this up the tab becomes redundant. It would be nice to be able to delete this tab.
Refresh all keys
 I cant imagine how to do this one....maybe a list of target nodes and channels?
or a list of all the different tab objects? the tab button objects?

Thoughts:
well, its evening now and the tool seems to be working. I find that if I increase or decrease the number of keys after creating a curve, I sometimes need to
execute the “create Keys” function twice for the extra keyframes to take effect. I guess thats to do with when the “getNumber of Keys” function is executed.
But, I am happy with the tool so far. I think its good enough for testing out to see if its fun, useful, relevant.

…....

06_08_13
Thoughts:
looking back over some movies it seems like the most interesting might be the loRes procedural whippet
animations. Perhaps because they are “not all given”. The eye somewhat fills in the gaps....
Maybe when (if;) I finish this autoKeyframe thing, I should/could have another go on the lo res whippet.
It seems that I can become obsessed with working out (solving) a particular coding problem. But the work that
comes from that problem is not necessarily interesting.
Maybe the problem is that when I make a new tab it also has to be a unique instance of the class,
How could I do that from the button??
actually it doesnt seem to matter,
it all seems to be working as long as the user selects a new channel for the new tab name
….....
still trying to write this class so that I can have multiple Auto keyframe tabs.
it seems that even if I make the tab a class and make a second instance of that class it says “
Too many children
in layout: buttonsRow
”
A POSSIBLE WORK AROUND  can I create multiple instances of the tab object from the start?
yes that seems to work
It seems that the tabs need different names 
maybe I can build a UI within a UI this seems to have worked for “create new tab” as long as user selects an
object and channel before creating the tab.
“AutoAnimTab_36.py” 
 this file works :)
 How to do the “Refresh all Keys” command?
I will try adding it to the 
AutoKeyframeTab c
lass.
VERY DISAPOINTED AND FRUSTRATED  it seems that it is not finding the correct text fields....
How to deal with this namespace business????
It might work if I give each text field a distinct variable name (within the class; so “self.jhhjg”)

so this seems to mean that I need to decide how many keyframes from the start....
Because I dont know 
how to assign a distinct variable in a loop
…....

05_08_13
should I use a dictionary to attach key numbers and keys values?
A: it was quite easy to create the dictionary.
Currently its not used in my script But it might be a useful way of storing default values
ie. write teh dictionary to a file and read it from the file.
>>>I have just noticed that my multiple target expressions dont work :]............
$offset = pCube1.offset3;
$multiplier = pCube1.childMultiplier;
$delay = 1 * (pCube1.childDelay * 3);
$time = frame + $delay;
$value =`getAttr time($time) pCube1.rz`;
$ampIncrease = pCube1.ampIncrease;
$increaseAmmnt = $ampIncrease * (3 2);
if ($ampIncrease == 0)
{
$increaseAmmnt = 1;
}
if ($ampIncrease > 0)
{
$increaseAmmnt = $ampIncrease * 3;
}
pCube4.rotateZ = (($value * $multiplier) * $increaseAmmnt) + $offset;

I have changed the expression and the above seems to work...
Unfortunately you cant animate the “Amp increase from 1 to 1 without getting jumps and flips....
DICTIONARIES: I have created a dictionary for key values. I think that might also be a good way of storing default
values????
driverKey(s) =
0
time offset
=
1
value mult
=
2
value offset =
3
tangent in
=
4
tangent out
=
5
QUERYING keys
mc.keyframe("pCube1.rz", query=True, index=
(2,2)
)
seems strange that the index value is given as a list of two integers....
”Note that the indices are 0based”
; I dont
know what that means....
the above statement returns the time of the key of that index.
How to create a new tab????
If I try to create a new tab from within the class, I seem to get problems with the naming of rows etc.
I deleted the row names but that doesnt help;
eg I get errors like
# Error: RuntimeError: Too many children in layout: rowLayout84 #
 do I create the new tab from outside the class?
 or name the rows etc according to the node and channel for example?
 it would be good to rename the tab with node name and channel
MAYBE changing the name of the tab would alleviate the naming issues?

…....

04_08_13
Problems arising during production;
why is my conditional expression not working????
>>> 
$increaseAmmnt = $ampIncrease * $nodeSub;
so it seems to be the first statement inside the loop that doesnt work...
.........A = it seems that in 
an expression that uses "{" I have to use the other string formatting with "%"
etc.... will try that now.
...
YAY!!! I finally got it working like this;
exprString = "$offset = %(driverNode)s.%(driverOffset)s;\n\
$multiplier = %(driverNode)s.childMultiplier;\n\
$delay = %(driverNode)s.childDelay * %(nodeNumber)d;\n\
$time = frame + $delay;\n\
$value =`getAttr time($time) %(driverNode)s.%(driverChannel)s`;\n\
$ampIncrease = %(driverNode)s.ampIncrease;\n\
$increaseAmmnt = 1;\n\
if ($ampIncrease == 0)\n\
{\n\
$increaseAmmnt = 1;\n\
}\n\
if ($ampIncrease < 0)\n\
{\n\
$increaseAmmnt = $ampIncrease * (%(noOfTargetNodes)d %(nodeIndex)d);\n\
}\n\
else\n\
{\n\
$increaseAmmnt = $ampIncrease * %(nodeNumber)d;\n\
}\n\
%(targetNode)s.%(targetChannel)s = (($value * $multiplier) * $increaseAmmnt) + $offset;"\
%{'driverNode': driverNode, 'driverOffset': driverOffset, \
'nodeNumber': nodeNumber, 'noOfTargetNodes': noOfTargetNodes, 'nodeIndex': nodeIndex, \
'driverChannel': driverChannel, 'targetNode': targetNode, 'targetChannel': targetChannel}
I now have the two first tabs working (single expr and multiple expressions).
 Why cant I use a default arg like “parent=self.newTab” when defining a function? I have declared “self.newTab” in the __init__ function so I dont
understand why I get the error “NameError: name 'self' is not defined #” ????
 trying to add columns to the row layout so that the number of columns = number of keyframes. But I cant seem to edit the number of columns.
Can I add a second row layout to the first row layout?

…....

02_08_13
Problems arising during production;
I cant seem to execute two commands from a button.
Even when I make a function that executes 2 commands (ie this double command function doesnt work)
How to get the expression name????
Technical findings;
if I need to access values in other functions I need to declare them in __init__, eg;
self.textField_Target = ''
Thoughts arising during production
;
I am realising the importance of designing the script in advance
…....

01_08_13
General steps;

I am now using classes to reuse the code even more. One thing to rmember with Maya Python and UIs is
how to execute functions with a button; you have to use “
from functools import partial
” and then
“
command=partial(blahblah, arg1, arg2, etc)
” for example, “
command=(partial(tab2.getText, 'input1'))
”
…....

30_07_13
General steps;
>create tab for setting keyframes according to a driver channel
> later after using this I can 
create and store presets
maybe I have a tab for creating and storing presets? such as slow run
> create tab for linking a channel to music (again add a Mult, Delay, and Offset attributes)
Questions arising during production;
can I use single target for left foot links? YES
can I do a decent run cycle using this method????
SHOULD I change the multiple connections (children) so that each is connected to the previous?
Thoughts arising during production;
It strikes me that what Im doing when I write tools for myself (create blocks of reusable code) is that I am
operating within the logic of representationalism (am I creating immutable mobiles as described by Latour?). I am
reducing the world to data, i am downplaying variability [ for example in the way that I bumble through the
animation of the whippet; connecting one node (via a relationship) to another...and then I dissect or recognise
what I have done and I reduce what I have done to reusable parts. For example it feels like I have linked the left
foot cntrls to the rt in a particular way,, but is this process essentially the same as the way I have linked the
back_cntrl to the main_cntrl?
How can I argue that my work is against representationalism? is it the way that I use these tools? is it the
way that I engage with the essential (is there such a thing?) nature of the digital? do I play with that essential
quality in a way that might expose it? am I modelling the world (mapping it in a new way) and then sort of
exposing the gaps? or allowing the unexpected to intervene?
Maybe I want to set up systems and then break them? or at least set up systems and then see what
surprising outcomes emerge.
MAYBE I create this UI as a class and the whippet UI as an instance of that class?
…....

29_07_13
had a thought about how hard it is to watch/ study/ experience Ginger while modelling or even texturing her using
3D software. When I’m sketching her I am also relating to her, being surprised by her, wondering what she
experiences, wondering at how I experience her. But is the difference between sketching and painting the same
as the difference between sketching and making in 3D?
Well I have done painting still lives which are about that same 3way relationship, but I havent done 3D software
still lives or the equivilent; could I ? or is it more interesting to pursue a conversation with the materiality of the
software/ packages of code/ code/ translating data...
Today I will finish my UI for creating offset (secondary animation) expressions.
Also still thinking of using music as incoming data.
It would be a way of using music as inspiration, and then somewhat playing, or improvising from there.
Questions arising during production;

Thoughts arising during production;
From my expressions UI ⇒ I could also duplicate objects and translate them? I’m not sure what I mean by that.
Limitation already about the Child Multiplier. A negative number for this inverts the child movement. I can
increase the value down the child chain, but I cant decrease it.
Functionality fixes;
> check if attributes exist 
DONE
> add other attributes to second button 
DONE
this working version is called 
delayExpressionsUI.py
Functionality to add in future is;
> input music track
> input what to drive with it [create keyframes; at what intervals]
NOW more whippet animation 
INTENTIONS for this session are;
to animate feet
create a .stl file for print
create a pepakura file for paper construction ⇒ should they be the same pose?
TO DO;
in order to work toward having one node to animate (with the others following)
> link tail animation to MAIN;
this includes Delay, Multiplier, and Offset attributes [ concievably the tail could still be animated with
keyframes only by making the Multiplier 0, and animating the offset value].
SUMMARY:
I enjoyed animating today with this tool and the whippet keyframe expressions for the right feet.
I will now fiddle with these keys by hand and at the same time try to clarify the relationship (expressions between
the nodes as well as the offset and delay values for each node.
I think there is 
three types of controls and relationships
;
multiple target expressions
single target expressions
set keyframes according to curve
to do;
>> tab for feet right keyframe creation.
>>>> link left feet to right feet
…..............
29_07_13
It seems that my process in 3D is to start a project and make tools (blocks of code) as I need them. I then
rationalise the proccess, i.e. work out what I have done, and then make tools (eg a UI or window) to do it again (ie
use the same process on different objects and in different projects). What happens when I use the same proccess
again (i.e. when I interact with my tools)? is it still interesting? do the tools then allow me to push the process
further, to evolve it? or is the interesting part making tools to suit my process which has emerged?
I notice that I havent used my ramp shader script again. I havent used my ModellingAsAnimation UI again. But I
am certainly planning to.

…....
26_07_13
I feel the urge to create a relatively robust UI so that I can reuse the tools/ functionalities that I have created. And
so that I can see where I can push them.
I am making a window to create secondary anim expressions....
>
enter the driver node and channel
>
create attributes on driver node
>
?? enter expression name [could the expression get printed out as it executes?]
>
select the driven nodes in order
>
create expressions

…....

24_07_13
I found that using only procedually generated curves was limiting, particularly because changing the frequency of
the sine curve produces bizarre results.
This week I have been writing functions to create;
expressions linking cntrls to MAIN cntrl
expressions to duplicate and delay or ?predict movement from cntrl joints further down the chain.
keysframes on Right foot cntrls;
value linked to;
Stride length
step height
offset value
MAIN_translateZ
Time/ location linked to;
ground length
offset time
MAIN_translateY
expressions linking left foot to right foot
Now I will spend 1 hr trying these functions on my original rig.
I am working with “rig_050” but I seem to have messed up the names of the joints and groups.
Might need to go back and work with a prior rig.
I like the way that it looks like the whippet is struggling (reflects my struggle to get it all to work)....

…....

19_07_13
summary of today;
I made a slow mo playblast. It looks fine slow. interesting how 
it all screws up when I increase
“Speed” 
Attribute. Is it just because the splines are a bit out? or is it cause its always unpredictable
changing frequency? 
Gina its probably the AMPLITUDE. 
You have to change this as well....
I now think it needs to be a combination of expressions and generating keframes.
And I need a UI to regenerate keyframes.
So I could;

add second feet
add change for amplitude (move keframes according to speed)
Also the expressions in general seem unstable. Maybe because names are not exclusive? (when I
duplicated the whole rig it got the feet confused. Also sometimes I repeated expression writing and got
different results.
Maybe import several of these whippets and render a movie
….........
Gina it seems that you can offset the time stuff using the API;
...Inside your compute function you just get your data via an MPlug.asMObject(MDGContext(MTime)) instead of MDataHandle, which can
force the DG to evaluate at given time  for geometry it will be something like this:
// get current time and offset it
MTime currentTime = MAnimControl::currentTime();
MTime evalTime(currentTime);
evalTime += offset; // some value to offset with
// create the context
MDGContext ctx(evalTime);
// find the plug to the input attribute
MPlug pGeo(thisMObject(), geoAttribute);
// get the data as MObject in the current time context
MObject inGeoData = pGeo.asMObject(ctx);
// do stuff... i.e.:
MFnMesh geoFn(inGeoData);

This has turned into a procedural animation project. I’m currently working on a low res, entirely procedural whippet...
just had a thought about using a ramp....hmm didnt work because its not time based
REAR FOOT
probs delay seems to through it out of whack cause amp also has to move
translateZ =
$delay = footBack_R_P.delay  5;
$offset = footBack_R_P.offset;
$frequency = torsoP.Overallfrequency ;
$amplitude = torsoP.amplitude;
$time = frame + $delay;
$addZ = `getAttr torsoP.translateZ`;
footBack_R_P.translateZ = (((sin((time + $delay)*$frequency))* $amplitude) + $offset) + $addZ;
translateY=
$delay = footBack_R_P.delay  0.45;
$amplitude = footBack_R_P.amplitudeY;
$offset = footBack_R_P.offset + 2;
$frequency = torsoP.Overallfrequency * 2;
$sinValue = ((sin((time + $delay)*$frequency))* $amplitude) + $offset;
footBack_R_P.translateY = max(0,$sinValue);
AmplitudeY =
currently a keframed curve … almost sine but “lop sided”.

FRONT FOOT
translateZ =
$delay = footFront_R_P.delay +.8 ;
$offset = footFront_R_P.offset +1.9;
$frequency = torsoP.Overallfrequency ;
$amplitude = torsoP.amplitude  2.8;
$time = frame + $delay;

$addZ = `getAttr torsoP.translateZ`;
footFront_R_P.translateZ = (((sin((time + $delay)*$frequency))* $amplitude) + $offset) + $addZ;
translateY=
hmmm...cant seem to do the translate Ys
$delay = footFront_R_P.delay + 1.2;
$amplitude = footFront_R_P.amplitudeY + 1.7;
$offset = footFront_R_P.offset + 2;
$frequency = torsoP.Overallfrequency * 1.6;
footFront_R_P.translateY = ((sin((time + $delay)* $frequency)) * $amplitude) + $offset;

CONTROL
control.speed
…....

09_07_13
General steps;
 locate bones, best place for rotations (note; it is possible to move these once bound).
Questions arising during production;

Thoughts arising during production;

Materiality  saving and retrieving digital documents
 I am making changes to the dog model now in a file
that I have named “rig_00#”. it makes me wonder if I will find this new model later.
And that line of thought makes me realise how inportant the material I archive is. IFor example I have done so
much reading, but do I forget what I havent made notes on or recorded links to?
In this age of digital files (with lots of iterative saved documents or animation files) and lots of digital information, is
it even more important (or influential) what we choose to record, how we structure our information?

interesting that I have made her without her collar.

…....

08_07_13
I
used the website below to convert an obj model into an stl file.
It trianglauted the model and I had to rotate it 90 degrees on the X axis.
http://www.greentoken.de/onlineconv/
Now I am using the skeleton from the “dog” Modelling as Animation experiment..
Want to add two pivot points  front and back
have bound the mesh...its not working well... I will now make low res (cut up mesh and parent under bones).
Then animate and see what mesh looks like...
Rig problems...very tiresome.
TOMORROW I will spend one day building a rig...
…....

07_07_13

Thoughts and questions arising during production;
maybe a “realistic” model that looks convincing when still, but it looks “convincingwhenstill” when moving...

do convincing 3D models have to “make sense”. I find myself trying to match the logic of bones, skeletons
…....

05_07_13
 made a script to automate my poly modelling setup
 I am modelling over my side sketch
aiming to get edge loop flow, quads, working from low res to higher. save model and screen shots on the
way.
 I am also thinking about how the model will need to deform... ie how a dog moves... will it bend its neck
and straighten head to look up.
 I like the initial stages of modelling when moving one vertex makes big change to the shape; the
personality of the dog.
General steps;
 download and study anatomy drawings
Questions arising during production;
 can I get more than I give?
 “that looks good...how far can I push it until it breaks (ie. doesnt look better and better but actually
looks bad, looses the character that was emerging)
Thoughts arising during production;
 is there the equivilent of working like Rodin punching clay

….............

04_07_13
Aims and intent of this project;

I am aiming to use the “default” Maya workflow to depict a particular whippet as percieved by me at
particular moments, in particular contexts.
the “default” Maya workflow I mean using mainly the UI tools to model, texture, rig; make one model that
achieves a variety of poses..
Subjective visual qualities and context specific visual qualities will be achieved via an “objective”
approach (breaking the qualities down into attributes).
General steps;
Look at previous sketches. looks at pics from the net of whippets and whippet skeleton.
draw relaxed pose with reference to my sketches and pics of whippets online.
Questions arising during production;
Should I collect photos from the net even though I know that they will effect my creation in other
mediums?
Or should I try primarily not to use photos? Instead sketch relaxed poses poses....
Summary;
I could have taken a photo of her but drawing the relaxed pose was a way of familiarising myself with the
dog’s form.
I’m looking forward to modelling...........Already I can imagine crossovers and deviations;
 a whippet who shakes off her keyframe animation and moves via motion capture, ….

